
Family Collaborative Drawing Technique
Questions to consider for Interpretation

PROCESS

Adherence to Instructions:

Which family members do and /or not comply with the instructions?
Who was hesitant to begin?
Who was able to obey time limits?
Who had trouble with the structured situation?
Who cheated?
In general how did the family deal with the imposed structure?

Sequence:
How did the family choose and maintain the sequence of participation?
Who decided on which color crayon/marker everyone would use?
Did anyone emerge as a leader?
How does the family communicate about this?
Who assigned the sequence?

Involvement:
How did the family members respond to the efforts of the other members?
Did they cooperate and complement each other, completing each other’s unfinished work?
Who helped whom, or alternately who did not?
Did family members destroy or distort each other’s drawings?
Who did this and how?

PRODUCT

Use of Space:

How did the family utilize the available paper?
Did they fill it or restrict themselves?
Who utilized the center, the upper portions, the left and the right quadrants?
Who used the most space and who used the least?
Is each color in the finished drawing isolated in it’s own area (i.e. fragmented)?
Are the colors overlapping to the point of confusion (i.e. fusion)?
Is there a healthy co-mingling of color and effort?

Tone:
Is the finished drawing pleasant or unpleasant, optimistic or pessimistic, quiescent or conflicted, 
filled with love and warmth or anger and hate?
Who appeared to primarily responsible for the tone?

Theme and Content:
Does the completed drawing have a unified theme and content?
If so, who established it?
Who contradicted it?
Who transformed ?



Family Questions for the Collaborative Drawing Technique

1. Who cheated?  That is, who broke any of the rules (i.e. no communication while 

drawing)

2. Who decided on the order in which you drew?

3. Who decided on which color crayon/marker was used?

4. Who used the most space on the paper?

5. Who used the least space on the paper?

6. What do you think of the final product?

7. Can anybody here see a place in this drawing where two or more people worked 

together cooperatively?

8. Can anybody here see a place in the drawing where two or more people interfered 

with each other’s efforts?

9. What would you have drawn if you had gone first?

10. Is there anything about this drawing or the whole exercise that reminds anyone of 

how things work in the family?


